
WHAT IS A GREAT COLLEGE ESSAY

The college application essay is your chance to show schools who you are. The best way to tell your story is to write a
personal, thoughtful essay about.

And nothing says last-minute essay more than the wrong spelling and grammar. Hugging Mrs. It: -- Gets the
admissions officer to learn something important about you that does not appear elsewhere on the application.
He would talk a lot about his friends and school life, and I would listen to him and ask him the meanings of
certain words. I read a great essay this year where an applicant walked me through the steps of meditation and
how your body responds to it. Home is neither arrival nor departure, neither America nor China. Reading
sample college essays gives you great ideas and helps to illustrate what is expected from a good college essay.
Weirdly, including painful memories and what you learned from them! The Dirksen family had three kids.
Half the words and retains the meaning. Write in the first person. Clearly, the bird was dead. The Chinese
mass, the resounding amens, the flower arrangements. For now, that second page is incomplete because I have
no precise itinerary for my future. She had recently delivered a baby, so she was still in the hospital when I
moved into their house. Actually, the best college essays I have read have been about mundane, everyday life.
There is something about the warmth of a kitchen filled with the buttery smell of pastry that evokes a feeling
of utter relaxation. To me, food is not simply about sustenance. So don't overlook those moments or
experiences that were awkward, uncomfortable or even embarrassing. Write about something that's important
to you. You need to take the opportunity to present yourself in a way that gives the reader--the potential
decision maker--a greater understanding of who you are and what you will bring to the community they are
seeking to create. I returned to New Haven a changed person. I instinctively reached out my hand to hold it,
like a long-lost keepsake from my youth. To me, Jon was just cocky. My frantic actions heightened my senses,
mobilized my spirit. What you think is funny and what an adult working in a college thinks is funny are
probably different. This essay is an example of how to tell the story of moving to America in a unique way.
Focus on one facet of yourself. This is an opportunity for you to tell a story that you connect with in your own
voice. This student focused on a single question â€” where is home? I became scared of death, eating, and
even my own body.


